How to Destroy the West:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corrupt the young.
Get them away from religion.
Encourage their interest in sex.
Make them superficial by focusing their interest in
sports, sensual entertainments and trivialities.
Always preach true democracies but seize power as
fast and ruthlessly as possible.
Encourage government extravagance, destroy its
credit.
Produce fear with rising prices, inflation and general
discontent.
Encourage disorders and foster a lenient attitude
toward disorders.
By specious argument cause the breakdown of the old
moral virtues; honesty, sobriety and self-restraint.
Cause registration of firearms to leave the population
defenseless.
~ Vladimir Lenin 1921 ~

Canada
Linda Sarsour's Blood Libel
Ms. Sarsour has been invited to speak in Canada. It is shocking to hear
that an Islamic Organization, once again, is willing to promote such a
controversial speaker who propagates hate and disunity in the West and
fuels harmful Islamic Ideology. Linda Sarsour has reported ties to the
Muslim Brotherhood, a terrorist organization.
https://www.investigativeproject.org/7630/ipt-exclusive-linda-sarsourblood-libel

Please sign this petition:
Ban Linda Sarsour from entering Canada and
Investigate Islamic Circle of North America
Linda Sarsour is an extremist Muslim who preaches hate and defiance of
the West and must be prohibited from entering Canada. It is shocking to
hear that an Islamic Organization, once again, is willing to promote such a
controversial speaker who propagates hate and disunity in the West and
fuels harmful Islamic Ideology.
http://www.citizengo.org/en-ca/pc/165923-stop-linda-sarsour-enteringcanada

“O Canada” documentary: Censored for talking about
censorship?
David Menzies of The Rebel.Media reports: Get ready for the ultimate
definition of irony: Apparently, one can’t screen a documentary about
radical Islam in a Canadian library nor can one screen a film about that
documentary being censored!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTs96dF5lKA

Video: Bare-chested Shi’ite self-flagellation reaches
the streets of Toronto
For many years now, a medieval ritual is being enacted by Muslims on the
streets of Canada to mourn the murder 1,400 years ago of Prophet
Muhammad’s grandson Hussain Ibn Ali in the Iraqi city of Karbala. Why
couldn’t John Tory or Jennifer Keesmat say the obvious and call a barbaric
practice as ‘barbaric’? The only candidate who did address the issue was
Faith Goldy who has been portrayed as a pariah by much of the media
elites and the political class. The answer is the fear of offending Islam, a
fear that has reached phobic levels.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/09/video-bare-chested-shiite-selfflagellation-reaches-the-streets-of-toronto

Interview with Maxime Bernier about his new
People's Party, immigration and the politically
correct media
If polls are correct, Bernier’s party is already in the double-digits. I’m
interested in who can win and who can beat Justin Trudeau. But I’m also
interested in knowing that whoever can win will be a change, more than
just a change in the team colours from red to blue.
What does a party stand for? What is their philosophy, their focus, their
style? That’s what I want to ask Bernier about. And we want to hear what
you think of his answers.
https://www.therebel.media/ezra_levant_show_september_26_2018

The CBC's Smear Job
The CBC did an absolute smear job, not just on Maxime Bernier, but on all
libertarians and free-market advocates in Canada. This report is nothing
short of an ideological hit job. The fact that Canadian taxpayers fund this
garbage should be cause for concern to every fair-minded person in our
country.
https://www.truenorthinitiative.com/the_cbcs_smear_job

Victory for BC aesthetician who faced human rights
complaint for refusal to perform waxing service on
transwoman
The Justice Centre is pleased to announce the vindication of its clients,
British Columbian aesthetician Shelah Poyer and her boyfriend Jeremy
Paradis. The Human Rights complaint which had been filed against Ms.
Poyer and Mr. Paradis for Poyer’s declining to perform waxing services on a
transwoman has been formally withdrawn. When the Complainant learned
that Shelah Poyer, with the help of the Justice Centre, was mounting a
vigorous defence to the complaint, the Complainant demanded that
Cameron be removed as Poyer’s lawyer. This demand was refused. Shortly
thereafter the Complainant submitted a “Withdrawal of Complaint” form to
the Tribunal.
https://www.jccf.ca/victory-for-bc-aesthetician-who-faced-human-rights-complaintfor-refusal-to-perform-waxing-service-on-transwoman/

Instead of Pursuing A Worthless UN Seat, Trudeau
Should Focus on Canadian Citizens for Once
The UN is an increasingly-discredited joke. Why should the Canadian
government waste any time and money pursuing a worthless security council
spot? There is literally zero benefit for Canada in having a seat, and it
would do nothing except give Justin Trudeau some virtue-signalling
opportunities to pretend he is important.
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2018/09/25/instead-of-pursuing-aworthless-un-seat-trudeau-should-focus-on-canadian-citizens-for-once

Trudeau Speaks to Nearly Empty UN Hall, The Few
People in Attendance Ignore Him & Look at Their
Phones
The lack of a crowd, and the total lack of interest in Trudeau’s virtuesignalling emptiness among the few people there, is something much of
the Canadian media will never show you. They keep up the farce that

Trudeau somehow has influence on the world stage – when the reality is
exactly the opposite: Nobody is listening to him.
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2018/09/25/photo-trudeau-speaks-tonearly-empty-un-hall-the-few-people-in-attendance-ignore-him-look-at-theirphones/

Manifesto of an Aspiring Fascist
Some people have accused me of being a fascist. They are wrong. I am an
aspiring fascist. Don’t give me a Gold Medal until I have crossed the finish
line. I have more to learn and digest before I am ready to mount the
podium. But I am almost there. I have almost assimilated the full fascist
package. I am just a few pieces short of finishing the puzzle. Here is what
I've got so far. This is what I have come to believe after a half century trek
to the summit.
https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2018/09/manifesto-of-aspiring-fascist.html

The Wrath of Gypsies by John Robson
In 2009, well before Sir John A. Macdonald was carted off to a Victoria
warehouse and the City of Kingston scheduled public consultations on how
to “reinterpret” local memorials of the father of our country as a no-good
rat, before Hector Langevin’s name was peeled off the façade of the Prime
Minister’s Office in Ottawa, and before bronzed Lord Cornwallis was felled
in Halifax, a planned recreation of the Battle of the Plains of Abraham was
cancelled because it was too painful to admit… what? That parliamentary
self-government and individual rights had triumphed over obtuse and
extortionate absolutism?

https://www.c2cjournal.ca/2018/09/the-wrath-of-pygmies/

ILLEGAL? Media BANS Our Paid Ads!
Faith Goldy’s Campaign is blocked from all debates. NOW, their ads are
banned by @JohnTory's friends in the corporate media. Is this democracy?
Or, are Toronto’s elites illegally engineering our election?
https://www.facebook.com/Faithfortoronto/videos/1072787012877994/

Immigration-Migration
Concordia names engineering school after Gina
Cody, a first for women in Canada
"I arrived in Canada as a young student from Iran in 1979 with
$2,000," Cody said in a news release sent by the university. "My gift to the
university is for the next generation, so that more people can succeed like I
did." She added that she wanted to make the donation because university
is a place for "women, people of colour, Indigenous populations and other
minorities to pursue their dreams."
Here is an example of an immigrant assimilating and succeeding through
hard work and then wanting to give back. Bravo Gina Cody!!
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/concordia-gina-codyengineering-school-1.483585

Jenny Kwan's World
Meet Ms. Perpetually Outraged. Meet Jenny Kwan. Jenny is the
archetypical Social Justice Warrior. A champion of the downtrodden, the
marginalized, the excluded, The Other. Her C.V. is impressive.
Jenny never met a refugee claimant—or a potential refugee claimant—that
she didn’t like. She can’t conceive of an asylum seeker who doesn’t deserve
a hearing. Or whose tale of woe is less than credible. A migrant on the run
must always be believed. A CBS agent who pursues him must be inhibited.
A city that offers him sanctuary must be praised. In Jenny’s world no one is
illegal.

https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2018/09/jenny-kwans-world.html

Multiculturalism
What Does “Multiculturalism” Really Mean?
“Immigrants devoted to their own cultures and religions are not influenced
by the secular politically correct façade that dominates academia, newsmedia, entertainment, education, religious and political thinking today,”
said James Walsh, former Associate General Counsel of the United States
Immigration and Naturalization Service. “They claim the right not to
assimilate, and the day is coming when the question will be how can the
United States regulate the defiantly unassimilated cultures, religions and
mores of foreign lands? Such immigrants say their traditions trump the
U.S. legal system. Balkanization of the United States has begun.”
https://newswithviews.com/what-does-multiculturalism-really-mean/

Tommy Robinson
Tommy Robinson appeal: Watch all of Ezra Levant's
reports from London
Ezra reviews the days events in London, both outside and inside the
courts. Tommy’s trial lasted a mere 20 minutes and has been re-scheduled
for October 23.
https://www.therebel.media/tommy_trial_reports

Antifa, SPLC & The
Left
Antifa Website Calls for 'Slaughter' of 'Fascistic
Border Patrol Dogs and Their Bosses'

In a post Thursday at far-left antifa website Incendiary News, an activist
advocated for revolutionaries to rise up and "slaughter" what he called
"fascistic Border Patrol dogs and their bosses. "Revolutionary organizations
throughout the country such as the Red Guards appear to be organizing
among the immigrant masses in forming defense units, rallying around the
shared slogan of 'fight ICE with fire!'" he writes, adding, "the time for
activism is over. Now is the time for war." Now is the time to mobilize the
masses, particularly the immigrant masses from Central America and
Mexico, to exact revolutionary vengeance and seize power. Without it,
everything is just empty words. End the barbarism. End U.S. imperialism!
https://pjmedia.com/trending/antifa-website-calls-for-slaughter-of-fascisticborder-patrol-dogs-and-their-bosses

MasterCard and Discover Banned Me. Are You
Next? By Robert Spencer
MasterCard and Discover are almost certainly acting against me at the
urging of the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC), which for years has
defamed me as a “hate group leader” and an “anti-Muslim extremist.”
These are not mere words. Former SPLC spokesman Mark Potok declared:
“Sometimes the press will describe us as monitoring hate groups, I want to
say plainly that our aim in life is to destroy these groups, completely
destroy them.”
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/09/robert-spencer-in-pj-mediamastercard-and-discover-banned-me-are-you-next

Google, Facebook,
Twitter, PayPal
Twitter, Facebook and Google: A Soft Form of
Extremism?
Have social media and tech giants become a soft form of extremism? The
alarming rate at which these companies are acting like lord and masters of
the republic raises a number of questions. It’s no secret that Silicon Valley
is a soft playground for Islamists. Twitter, YouTube and Facebook are
among social media tech giants that have side-swept users’ First
Amendment protection (which are only guaranteed by government and not
private businesses) by becoming the largest publishing organism with the
widest-reaching censorship ability in human history.
https://clarionproject.org/twitter-facebook-google-a-soft-form-ofextremism/

More censorship of dissenters from the Leftist line:
Facebook unpublishes Jihad Watch page
The Facebook fascists, of course, do their best to conceal what they’re
about. This time they have shut down the Jihad Watch page on a
technicality that is in reality a catch-22. Facebook has been giving me
notices on the Jihad Watch page saying that the page is unpublished, and
will remain unpublished until I confirm what country I’m in. They want to
guard against all those Russian bots, doncha know.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/09/more-censorship-of-dissenters-fromthe-leftist-line-facebook-unpublishes-jihad-watch-page

Google Claims it Didn’t Manipulate Search Results
for “Islam” and “Muslim”
But we have known for well over a year that it did. The emails show that
“Google employees suggested ways to ‘leverage’ the search engine to
combat what the tech giant staffers considered anti-immigration rhetoric
and news.” Specifically, “Google staffers suggested actively countering
‘islamophobic, algorithmically biased results from search terms “Islam,”
“Muslim,” “Iran,” etc.’” But all is well, Google would have us believe,
because this wasn’t done.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/271414/google-claims-it-didntmanipulate-search-results-robert-spencer

New Mexico Attorney General sues Google-Twitter
Hector Balderas, New Mexico's Attorney General, is suing Tiny Lab
Productions - a mobile game developer - as well as Google, Twitter and
other tech companies, for allegedly violating federal and state children's
privacy laws. It is alleged that Tiny Lab is being used to obtain personal
data from children and that Google, Twitter, and other companies facilitate
the data transfer.
https://mailchi.mp/6780bcc12796/new-mexico-ag-sues-google-twitterover-privacy-as-marxists-move-to-takeover-us-education

PayPal Blacklists Infowars for ‘Promoting Hate’
Infowars was informed of the ban this week, and it claims to have been
told “off record” that the ban was due to “criticism of Islam and opposition
to transgenderism being taught to children in schools.” Infowars further
claimed that the ban was due to lobbying from “George Soros-funded
group Right Wing Watch” who “published an article” several weeks ago
“demanding that PayPal terminate its agreement with Infowars.”
https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2018/09/21/paypal-blacklists-infowars-forpromoting-hate

Around the World
Australia
Muslim who advocated murder of Jews found not
guilty because he’s a paranoid schizophrenic
This man said: “When you come to a Jew, any Jew, even an old one who
looks humble, pretending to be humble … strike him in the head, when you
strike him in the head, he will not even sneeze, he will die.” The Australian
media is withholding this man’s name and pixelating out his face;
protecting the perpetrator is their top priority.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/09/australia-muslim-who-advocatedmurder-of-jews-found-not-guilty-because-hes-a-paranoid-schizophrenic

Estonia
Estonia backs Hungary in sealing borders; Pope
demands Baltic states open to mass migration
Pope Francis continues to preach that “Christ himself asks us to welcome
our brother and sister migrants and refugees with arms wide open,”
completely ignoring the fact that resistance to mass migration has nothing

to do with being xenophobic or “racist.” It is a resistance to the hijrah.
While he demanded the tiny Baltic nations open up to mass migration
Saturday, Estonia said it backs Viktor Orbán over the need to seal
European borders against the third world influx.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/09/estonia-backs-hungary-in-sealingborders-pope-demands-baltic-states-open-to-mass-migration

France
Marine Le Pen Ordered to Take Psychiatric Tests for
Opposing Jihad Terror
You thought it would stop with the defaming and de-platforming of foes of
jihad terror? No. Soviet-style judgments of insanity are next. And what will
come after that? The answer is clear enough. Why this doubt as to Le
Pen’s mental competence? Because she “tweeted out gruesome
propaganda images from terror group Isis that showed the bodies of
people having been executed by the so-called Islamic State.” But that
meant nothing to the French authorities who are desperate to destroy her,
her movement, and any and all opposition to their globalist, socialist, openborders agenda.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/271406/marine-le-pen-ordered-takepsychiatric-tests-robert-spencer

Germany
German court upholds Kuwait Airways’ barring of
Jewish passenger
A German appeals court on Tuesday ruled that it could not prevent Kuwait
Airways from refusing service to Israeli passengers, even though it believed
the policy amounted to discrimination. The state-owned airline canceled
the ticket soon after, saying Kuwaiti law prohibits all commercial relations
with Israelis and Israeli companies.The higher regional court in Frankfurt
called the boycott “unacceptable,” but ruled that because the flight

required a stopover in Kuwait City, which is under Kuwaiti jurisdiction, it
was “factually impossible” for the airline to have fulfilled its contract.
https://gellerreport.com/2018/09/germany-jew-hatred-nazis.html/

Maldives
Allahu Akbar Shouting Police Use Pickaxes to
Destroy Artwork Deemed Un-Islamic
Acting on a court order, police used pickaxes to smash the statues on
Friday. Muslim politicians, including the outgoing Maldivian president, had
deemed the artwork un-Islamic because it depicted human figures. Recall,
Keith Ellison and a DC-based Muslim group gave Maldives their Democrat
of the Year Award just a few years ago. A country whose constitution bans
non-Muslims from becoming citizens. Reminiscent of the Taliban.
https://creepingsharia.wordpress.com/2018/09/26/maldives-destroyartwork-sharia/

Norway

Norway Fetes Young Muslim Refugee Writer for
Trashing Norway by Bruce Bawer
His name was Walid al-Kubaisi. He came to Norway as a political refugee in
1981 at a time when the Muslim population of Norway was tiny and the
Norwegian cultural elite was still willing to lend a respectful ear to a severe
criticism of Islam by someone who had grown up as an adherent of the
faith. Kubaisi was nothing if not critical. He condemned the hijab. He
recognized Tariq Ramadan as a two-faced snake who was out to Islamize
Europe. He saw through the dissimulations of the Muslim Brotherhood.
https://pjmedia.com/trending/norway-fetes-young-muslim-refugee-writerfor-trashing-norway/

Sweden
Sweden Democrats, foes of mass Muslim migration,
won so many seats that they’re having difficulty
filling them
The populist Sweden Democrats won so many votes in the country’s recent
elections that they won more seats in local governments than they had
candidates to fill them. The popularity of the Sweden Democrats is due to
their stance on Muslim migration. Sweden has been in crisis and on the
verge of civil war since it has been inundated with Muslim migrants. No-go
zones, many like war zones, have sprung up, even in a popular mall;
Sharia patrols have appeared and crime has skyrocketed.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/09/sweden-democrats-foes-of-massmuslim-migration-won-so-many-seats-that-theyre-having-difficulty-fillingthem

United Kingdom
How do you solve a problem like Anjem Choudary?
Next month the Islamist preacher Anjem Choudary will be released from
prison, having served just half of his five-and-a-half-year sentence. The

Justice Secretary, Rory Stewart, echoed that verdict earlier this month,
calling Choudary ‘deeply pernicious’ and a ‘destabilising influence’. His
views remain the same; his status as a martyr — at least in the eyes of his
followers — is assured; and his hatred of Britain is more ferocious than
before. He will emerge as a greater menace than when he was locked up.
https://www.spectator.co.uk/2018/09/how-do-you-solve-a-problem-likeanjem-choudary/

UK begins resettling White Helmets as “refugees”
The White Helmets “saved the lives of thousands of innocent civilians
during the Syrian conflict,” said Home Secretary Sajid Javid, adding he
was “proud that the UK is resettling these brave individuals and their
families and giving them the opportunity to rebuild their lives here.”
According to independent journalist Eva Bartless, “They are White Helmets
by day and terrorists by night”. The government in Damascus flat-out
accuses the White Helmets of being terrorists, offering them a choice
between surrender and amnesty, or death.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/09/uk-begins-resettling-white-helmetsas-refugees

United States
The Democrats have viciously overplayed their
hand
Can there be any Americans following this story who are not enraged and
offended by the obvious orchestrated smear of a good and decent
man? According to some polls, yes. It is too soon to predict how this
horrific, criminal upheaval will end. Will the left succeed in destroying
Kavanaugh? If it does, it will signal the end of our democratic republic as
we know it. It will mean that the media and their fake polls govern us all;
that Cloward and Piven have won, Marx has won, and Saul Alinsky has
won; and that Obama did indeed "fundamentally transform the nation."
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/09/the_democrats_have_vici
ously_overplayed_their_hand.html

Federal judge sides with CAIR against parents,
students, in favor of “Islamophobia” initiative in
San Diego schools
Once again, the “Islamophobia” canard is being wielded by CAIR as a
means to attain special status to Muslims. This is being done in public
school systems, but is as yet unrecognized by authorities for what it is.
Over in Canada, CAIR’s sister organization, the National Council of
Canadian Muslims (formerly CAIR-CAN), was doing the same thing. The
Toronto District School Board created an Islamic Heritage Month
guidebook with the help of the NCCM, to be used in its public schools.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/09/federal-judge-sides-with-cair-againstparents-student-in-favor-of-islamophobia-initiative-in-san-diego-schools

Kavanaugh Trial

Rule of the Democratic Mob
When the vote for the Kavanaugh confirmation occurs, much more is at
stake for America than a single Supreme Court nominee, because if the

emboldened mob wins, America herself is in danger of being consumed by
it.
https://pjmedia.com/trending/rule-of-the-democratic-mob

Sen. Lindsey Graham expresses outrage during
hearing, vows to vote for Kavanaugh
Sen. Lindsey Graham throws his support behind Supreme Court nominee
Brett Kavanaugh despite sexual misconduct allegations in a fiery Senate
hearing speech.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DIMaT-Qfnxc

The Hypocrisy of Anti-Kavanaugh Feminists by
Barbara Kay
Unlike the fictional women of Gilead, who exist nowhere in the West,
women forced to cover their entire bodies and faces exist in the millions
elsewhere in the world. And unlike the women parading around the Capitol
in their Gilead costumes, who can doff their costume and head out for a
self-congratulatory cocktail after the protest, those women can’t take their
“costumes” off – ever. The appropriation of the niqab, an actual symbol of

true victimhood for a cheap laugh is a far greater offence to women than a
costume company’s exploitation of a fictional trope.
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/kay-the-hypocrisy-of-anti-kavanaughfeminists/

Other Articles
We Are Living Nineteen Eighty-Four by Victor Davis
Hanson
Truth, due process, evidence, rights of the accused: All are swept aside in
pursuit of the progressive agenda. George Orwell’s 1949 dystopian
novel Nineteen Eighty-Four is no longer fiction. We are living it right now.
According to some polls, about half the country believes that Brett
Kavanaugh is now guilty of a crime committed 36 years ago at the age of
17. And that reality reminds us that we are no longer in America. We are
already living well into the socialist totalitarian Hell that Orwell warned us
about long ago.
https://www.nationalreview.com/2018/09/kavanaugh-nomination-battlelike-orwells-1984/

What Will It Take to Wake Up America?
Continuing the use of terms like “countering violent extremism and work
place violence,” is nothing more than perpetuating the Obama
administration’s propaganda, which only confuses the American public’s

understanding of the true nature of the threat. The jihadists have been
thoroughly indoctrinated in the core canonical beliefs of Islam as written in
the Suras (chapters) of the Quran, which drives their violence. It certainly
is not for a lack of a job or educational opportunities, which is part of the
progressives’ nonsense propaganda. Further, using the term “radical
Islam” to describe jihadi terrorism implies that there is some “moderate”
form of Islam. Regrettably, that is not the case, nor have the jihadists
hijacked Islam.
https://townhall.com/columnists/admjamesalyons/2018/09/23/what-will-ittake-to-wake-up-america-n2521295

YouTubes
Here are a few short interventions from the recent
OSCE hearings in Warsaw:
Katie Hopkins
Katie Hopkins on the priority of "hatey words" over the stabbing and raping
of children - not to mention the need to send offensive communicators off
to asylums for analysis.
https://twitter.com/CC_CRF/status/1043551597098233856

Katie Hopkins on NGOs, illegal migrants and
Salvini's approach
Katie Hopkins speaks at the annual OSCE Conference in Warsaw.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TbbUzZfhAY

Christine Douglas-Williams
Christine Douglas-Williams at the OSCE human rights conference. Why is it
that #freespeech is denied and cries of "Islamophobia" arise when the
cultural practices that are plaguing Yazidis and Christians in ISIS lands
come up for discussion?

https://twitter.com/CC_CRF/status/1043524752189444096

Christine Williams, “Diversity has come to mean 2 tier
justice”
Once again Christine Williams knocks it out of the park. Her ironic tone is
perfect when it comes to spanking the Liberal idiots that she addresses.
https://vladtepesblog.com/2018/09/21/osce-christine-williams-diversityhas-come-to-mean-2-tier-justice/

Stephen Coughlin
Speaking on the Right to National Sovereignty
https://gatesofvienna.net/2018/09/stephen-coughlin-at-osce-warsaw-theright-to-national-sovereignty/

Deborah Anderson
“Islamophobic” Intervention Interrupted. Ms. Anderson was discussing the
attempts by Somali Muslims to implement sharia in Minnesota when she
was interrupted by someone — not a member of the OSCE staff — who
said that her intervention must be shut down, because it was
Islamophobic.
https://gatesofvienna.net/2018/09/osce-warsaw-islamophobic-interventioninterrupted/

Documentaries
Katie Hopkins – “The Killing Fields”
The shocking and disturbing exposé of the genocide of South Africa’s white
farmers.
https://www.therebel.media/watch_katie_hopkins_new_documentary_abo
ut_south_africa_plaasmoorde_the_killing_fields

“Killing Canada” (was “Oh Canada!”) now available
free on Youtube
Michael Hansen, the maker of the important documentary, “Killing Europe”,
released his second project called “Oh Canada!”, now renamed “Killing
Canada”. This movie exposes some of the truly pernicious machinery within
Canada for the purposes of shutting down all discussion on certain
transformational subjects.
https://vladtepesblog.com/2018/09/19/killing-canada-was-oh-canada-nowavailable-free-on-youtube/

Rest in Peace

RICHARD DUDLEY FIELD
Remembered for his activism, his
patriotism and his service to Canada.
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